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 A boat goes 30 km upstream and 44 km downstream 
in 10 hours. In 13 hours‘ it can go 40 km upstream and 
55 km downstream. Determine the speed of the stream 
and that of the boat in still water. 









Weight (in. kg.) 38-40 40-42 42-44 44-46 46-48 48-50 50-52

No. of students 3 2 4 5 14 4 3

Draw a less than type and a more than type ogive from the given data.Hence 
obtain the median weight from the graph.  

During the medical check-up of 35 students of a class 
their weights were recorded as follows: 



Classes f c.f c.f.

38-40 3 3 (40,3) 35 (38,35)

40-42 2 5 (42,5) 32 (40,32)

42-44 4 9 (44,9) 30 (42,30)

44-46 5 14 (46,14) 26 (44,26)

46-48 14 28 (48,28) 21 (46,21)

48-50 4 32 (50,32) 7 (48,7)

50-52 3 35 (52,35) 3 (50,3)



We plot the points (40,3), (42,5), (44,9), (46,14),(48,28), (50,32),(52,35). We  
join these points with a smooth curve to get the ‘less than’ ogive as shown 
in Fig. 
Then, we plot the points (38,35), (40,32),(42,30), (44,26),(46,21),(48,7), (50,3) 
on the same axes. By joining these points with a smooth curve to get ‘more 
than’ ogive. Since, the two curves intersect at the point, whose abscissa is 
47 (approx). Hence, the required median weight is 47 kg (approx.).



Through the midpoint of M of the side CD of a 
parallelogram ABCD,  the line BM is drawn intersecting 
AC in L and AD produced in E. Prove that EL = 2BL







 The angle of elevation of an aeroplane from point A on 
the ground is 60o. After flight of 15 seconds, the angle 
of elevation changes to 30o. If the aeroplane is flying at 
a constant height of 1500          , find the speed of the 
plane is k,/hr.







 A hemispherical tank, full of water, is emptied by a pipe at the 
rate of      litres per sec. How much time will it take to empty half 
the tank if the diameter of the base of the tank is 3 m?





 Draw a circle of radius 4 cm. Construct a pair of 
tangents to it, the angle between which is 600. Also 
justify the construction. Measure the distance between 
the centre of the circle and the point of intersection of 
tangents



Steps of construction:

Step I : Draw a circle with centre O and radius 4 cm.

Step II : Draw any diameter AOB.

Step III : Make ∠AOP = 600. OP is radius which intersect at R.

Step IV : Draw PQ ⊥ OP and BE ⊥ OB. PQ and BE intersect at 

R.

Step V : Hence, RB and RP are the required tangents.

Step VI : Measure of OR = 8 cm.

Justification:

∴        ∠OPQ = 900 ⇒ PR is a tangent to the circle.

Also   ∠OBR = 900 ⇒ BR is a tangent to the circle.

Now,  ∠POB = 180 - 60 = 1200 

∴      In □ BOPR,

       ∠BRP = 3600 - (1200 + 900 +900) = 600.
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